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I. IMTCCCCTICN

he Department of Energy has received a request frcm Ncrd:stschweizerische
Kraftwerke ,W, (NOK), that the U.S. approve a retransfer of U.S.<rigin spent
fuel asseanM.es free. the Beznau 1 Nuclear Power Plant in Swit::erland to the
United Kingd:m for the purpose of reprocessing and storage of the separated
uranium and plutona.um. (See Aruwx A),

his pecposed retransfer is a " subsequent arrangement" as defined in Section
131.a.(2) of the At:xnic Energy Act of 1954, as amended. As required by
Section 131.a.(1), the p W retransfer will be analyzed herein to deter- 1

mine whether euch an arrangement will be " inimical to the c:xmen defen e and :

security". It will also be analyzed with regard to other relevant provisions
of the Atcmic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, and established Executive Brsr.dt
policy with regard to retransfers for the purpose of uerxessing.-

!

II. BAL.wiCUND

A. Svneosis ef_ the Procosed Retrarsfer

te follcwing raterials are included in the g+ sed retransfer of spent nuclear
fuel fr:xn the Beznau 1 Nuclear Pcuer Plant:

Fuel Type and Quantity 70 PWR Assemblies
E tal U 21,830 Kg
U-235 180 Kg
U-235 Isotopic Content ,82 %
Prcduced Pu 204 Kg
Initial Shippirs Date Fall 1980

N2K prcgoses that the 70 irradiated fuel assemblies, now at the reactor site
in Switzerland, be transferred to the British Nuclear Fuels, Ltd. (BNFL) for
chemical reprocessing and recovery of uranium and plutonium. te recovered
uranium and plutonium will be retained by BNFL At its Windscale plant. In
acccrdance with arrangements with Switzerland, any fute e transfer er use of |

the reccvered uranium and plutonium will be subject to the prict ccrsent of ,

the U.S. Government. |

B. Pclicy of the Executive Branch
|

It is the policy of the Executive Branch to review requests for the terransfer
of U.S.-origin nuclear fuel for the purpose of reprocessirs on a case-by-case ibasis:

|
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1. Paquests will be a:nsidered if they meet the
griterion of physical need and i.f the country

;- is cooperating in expandi.% its storage capacity.

L 2. Requests not meeting the physical need criterien
will be considered (a) if the requests occur pur-
suant to reprocessing contracts entered into prior,

to April 1977 and (b) if approval would advance'

specific, major non-ptcliferation cojectives,

mis policy was es*2514 =had daring the period of-the International Nuclear
Fuel Cycle Evaluation (INFCE), and will continue in effect until the U.S.
has fully assessed the results of INFCE and determined the p:ssible need
for a revised policy.

'

C. Statutcrv Recuiremnts

In addition to meeting these criteria of Executive Branch policy, the pro-
posed retransfers will have to satisfy criteria in Secden 127 and 131 of
the Atanic Energy Act of 1954, as ananded.

III. EVAUATICH OF THE PRCPCSED RETPANSFER

A. Conformity with Executive Branch Poliev

1. Physical Need .

2e current and projected storage situation at the Beznau 1 Nuclear Power
Plant is slown in Table 1 following this page. As indicated, NCK is expand-
ing the storage capacity at Beznau 1 and, for reasons indicated belcw, we
believe that this request meets the criterien of physical need aisted by
the Executive Branch in reviewing requests for the retransfer of U.S.-origin
nuclear ma*arial.

me present capacity of the spent fuel storage facility at Beznau 1 is 322
spaces. Bis storage capacity is divided into two pools. Pool A retains
at this time its original 83 spaces t:ut Pool B contair.s 240 spaces, reflecting
the re-racking prcgram which has been o:mpleted there. me fabrication of
the carpact racks for Pool A has started and these racks are scheduld to be
installed by early 1981. At that time the capacity in Pool A will be increased
fran 83 to 320 spaces and the total capacity of Pools A and B will be increased
to 560 spaces. However, 3n order to install the new racks in Pool A, NCK
believes it to be ingertant frcm a safety standpcint to rencve the 83 spent
fuel assemblies now in Pool A fran Pool A to Pool B, even though this is noti

consistent with the utility's policy of maintaining a full core reserve in the
event of an emergency. Although the utility would probably prefer to ship 97

.
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Table 1
.

Seznau 1 Power Plant
Current and Projected Storage Sit:a"m.

.

Projec*M 1

for Cartpleticn by ,

Current Early 198',
|

Pool A Pool B Pool A aM B
.

Storage T Mtf 83 240 560
(asserrblies)

. ,

Spen: Biel in Pool -0- 216 216
'

(assemblies)

Space Available to -0- 24 344
receive fuel

1

Pd' Cbre Paserve (ICR) -0- 121 121

.cpaces Available Iass
3"RC -0- (-97) 223

Ne r. scheduled Dis-
charge Date June 1981 - j

|Ascerrblies to be dis-
charged in Jura 1981 30

I

Note: h " Current" situation reflects the fact that Pool B has been re-racked and
Pool A must be ertptied to c:mplete the re-racking gg& a.2 h " Projected" |
situatien reflects the situation anticipated to e.dt when re-racking of |
Pool A has been crx:pleted.

|
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assemblies to the U.K. in order to maintain the total full core reserve in
Pool 3 while' the work in Pool A progresses, we are informed that an
earlier comitment was made to transfer cnly 70 assemblies and this cannot
be enanged d2e to a shortage of shipping casks. Serefore, a deficiency
of 27 spaces for a fall core reserve will exist fran the time Pool A is
emptied until the re-racking progtam has been c:rpleted in early 1981.
However, this situation will last for cnly about six months and is clearly
preferable to retaining a deficiency of 97 spaces as would be the case i

were this request for reprocessLN not appreved.

2.a. Prior Contractual Canmit:nent

te reprocessing contract for this retransfer was concluded in 1963, before ;

the current U.S. policy towards reprocessing had been announced. At the '

tilne this contract was signed, the U.S. adhered to a policy which assumed
that reprocessing, under safeguarded c:nditions, was the appwr iate way to
dispose of spent fuel. Although the utility was aware that U.S. approval
would be required to make such shiptents, it would have b'en difficult foro

NCK to foresee that U.S. policy would change in the intervenig period.

A c:py of the relevant contract concernig NCK retransfers is not available,
since both the reprocesser and the utility have censistently maintained trat
the contract is proprietary in nature.

Rus, this request is based cm a pre 1977 reprocessing a:ntract as well as
'

the criterion of " physical need."

2.b. Advancement of Non-Proliferation Cbjectives

As was done in the recent Muhlecerg reprocessing case (RID /EU(SD)-31), the
Department of Energy has censultated with both the Depa.tnent of State
and ACDA as to whether U.S. non-proliferation cbjectives wculo be enhanced by
approval of the subject case. After balancing the pros and cons, we have
a:ncluded that U.S. non proliferation interests would be advanced if we
approved the subject case and har:nd if we denied the application er delayed,

it for a protracted period.

Switzer1 id is, of c urse, an important member of the IAEA, an adherent to
the NPT an advocate of IAEA safeguards and also a nuclear supplier nation.
Switzer_and also has played an inportant role in developing the screalled
Zangger list of items that serves to trigger IAEA safeguards, and adheres to
the f.cndon Supplier Guidelines. Switzerland also was particularly active in
DECE (notably Working Group 3 on supply assurances) and we anticipate that
Switzerland will centinue to play an imtertant role in shaping new non-
proliferation measures which may emerge ncw that DTCE is over. We also have

.
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an intarest in renegotiating cur bilateral agreement er ccoperation with I

Switzerland on the civil uses of.at:xnic energy to include the new previsions I

mandated by the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Act of 1978.

Switzerland has an important on-going nuclear Ex:wer program and it evidently
believes that the cederly execution of this effort depends, in part, upon the
ability of the Swiss utilities to fulfill their obligations under the reprocess-,

ing c3ntracts that they executed prict to 1977

Against this background we have a strong interest in preserving close cocperation !
with the Government of Switzerland and we believe this goal will be enhanced if
we execute the retransfer and corsent rights that we already have with Swit=erland
in a re.pcssible, timely and predictable manner,

On the other hand, it must be acknowledged that the U.S. and ' Switzerland have not
,

i always agreed on specific nuclear export issues. As a case in point, the U.S.
believes that sensitive ex;urts like heavy water plants prefetably only should
take place if " full-scope" safeguards apply to the cocperating country involved
whereas Switzerland, like scme other countries, has not yet achered to such a
policy. We are hopeful that in time cur two ccuntries will draw closer together 1

on this issue. I
l
1

Approval of the subject retransfer will not, in itself, assure any major Swiss
shift in policy on specific nuclear export issues. However, we cb believe that .

a denial or delay in approving the request would make it harder to achieve |
clcser cocperation with Switzerland on these and related issues.

Finally, the Chited Kingctm, which is involved in this case, has been w rating ;

with the U.S. on ncn-proliferation matters and will figure im;23rtantly on the
i

evolution of whatever new non r liferation directiers may now follow INFCE. :o

Accordingly, based cm the various considerations, we believe U.S. policy would
be fostered by approval of the subject retransfers.

B. Conformity with Statut0ry Requirements

As required by Section 131 cf the Atcmic Energy Act, and in ccesultation with
the Department of State, the Arms Centrol and,Disar:rament Acency, the Nuclear
Regulatory C%=icn, and the Departments of Ccmmerce and refense, the
Espartment of Energy has considered whether the procosed retransfer will result
in a significant increase of the risk of proliferation beycnd that which existed
at the time that approval was requested, and has considered whether there would
be timely warning "of any diversion well in advance of the time at which the
ncn-nuclear-weapon state cculd transform the diverted material inte a nuclear
explcsive device." 'Ibgether with the Department of State, we have ccncluded
that, taking into acccent the non-proliferation credentials of the countries
involved, diere the reprocessing will occur, and the fact that the derived

.
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plutonium may not be retransferred to Switzerlanc cr any other state without
explicit U.S. censent, this approval will not result in a significant increase
in the risk of proliferation. Moreover, in censicering the raticrale notec
abcVe, we believe that approval will serve t:c advance ma3cr, U.S. ncn-prolifer-
ation c6jectives.

More specifically, and with regard to the question of proliferation risk, tne i

plutoniu;n separated in the reprocessing facility will remain in France until '

it is disposed of in chance with tems that are acceptacle to the Unitec
States. In cases such as this the United States has been controlling retrans -
fers within the European Ccanunity of separated special nuclear material cy a,

ccanitment fran the non-EmwIOi chipping country that:

(1) te spent fuel will te retained
by the reprocesser until it may
be reprocessed and that, thereafter,
the recovered special nuclear
material will be retained by the
reprocesser suo]ect to the direction
of the shipper.

(2) Any direction by the shipper to the j
reprocesser for the transfer cr use of 1

the reccvered special nuclear material
will be sub3ect to the prior approval
of the United States.

Swit:erland, a non-Euratan shipping ccentry, agrees to these ccnditiens basec
upcn the processor's contractual pledge to hold the spent fuel, reprocess it,
and then use or transfer the recevered material cnly in acccedance with tne
shipper's instructicns. In the subject case, Switzerland Pas assured tra
United States that it agrees to the abcVe ccnditions.

Idso, urder the t: errs of the U.S.-Euratan hireement for Cocperation, the prior
approval cf the United States wculd be recuired for any transfer cf tne procucec
material to a ccuntry outside ERAIDi. Such a transfer would c:nstitute a new
subsequent arrangement pursuant to Secticn 131 cf the Atanic Energy Act anc as
such wculd have to be ccrsidered en its own merits by the Executive Branen anc
the Congress when plutonium is to be transferred in gaantities greater tran 500
grams. Moreover, such approval will cnly be granted under terms censistent witn
the provisions of the Act, including Section 131, taking into account such
important factors as the " timely warning" criterien si.ecifiec in that section,
and incorporating provisicns of the Nuclear Non-Proliferaticn Act of 1978 (SNPA).
Se United States has emphasized this point to the other gcvernments ccncernec
and has undersected that it shall rein the policy of the United States to censicer
retransfer proposals for reprocessing en a case-cy-case basis until tne U.S. has
fully assessed the results of the International 'uclear Nel Cycle (INFCP) anc
Pas established a scst-INFCE policy. Also, as we have in ne past, we interc to
empnasize that cur approval cf this retransfer in rc way ccnstitutes a Eclic;
endersement of the r2 precessing facility involved.

.
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We also believe our current interim approach has avoided any irglication that
we are giving any generic endorsement to c=nventional PUFIX reprccessing
which could serve to influence non-nuclearweapon states (NNWS) to acquire
facilities of a camparable nature. 'Ihis apprcach also has enabled us to
relate our approvals of such retransfert to ongoing developments including
the evolution of norr gueliferation policies in the United States and elsewhere,,

as well as an assessment of the results of INFCE., Such an assessment is now

underway.

Furthernere, a nunber of other factors were considered in this case that are
relevant to the judgment that the proposed retrarsfers will not result in a
significant increase in the risk of proliferation. In particular, at the
multinational and international level, the United Kingdsn has evidenced a
7:stive attitude in fostering non proliferation cojectives. For exarole,
the United Kingdsn has supported International At:anic Energy Agercy (IAEA)
safeguards, and has adiered to the Nuclear Supplier's Guidelines. Moreover,
the United Kingdsn is a parcy to the Treaey on the NorrProliferation of Nuclear
Weapons (NFr) .

Furthernere, the United Kingdsn has also displayed a cocgerative attitude in
consulting with the United States en a range cf ncn-proliferation issues and
there are a nunber cf emerging similarities between our two governments as to
how such issues should be resolved. 'Ihe likelihood that the United Kingdsn
will shift away fran such attitudes is judged to be highly rerote.!

In sumary, it is our view that the terms of this prcpcsed subsequent arrange-
ment satisfy the requirements set forth in Sections 127 and 131 of the Atanic
Energy Act of 1954, as amended. Further detailed discussion of these require-
ments may be found in Annexes 3 thrcugh D cf this analysis.

.
'

IV. CCNCWSIGS AND RECCNMENDATICNS

Based cn the varicus facters set forth in this analysis, it is the judgment
of the Cepart:nent of Energy with the concurrence of the Department of State
and following consultations with the Arms Control and Disacnament Agency, the
Nuclear Regulatory Ccrmnission, and Departments of Defense and Ccomerce that
the pec5csed " subsequent arrangement" will not be inimical to the c::mnen
defense and security and will indeed enhance such defense and security
through the continuing ecc.ouragement of cccyeration in the pursuit of cu+w
ren proliferation and energy objectives. It should therefore be approved cn
a timely basis.*

f

*Ayyucytiate interagency ccmnents will be inserted in this section.
.
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SGction~127 (4) providea that tho United States may approve a retransfer
only if. the rccipiant.cgrsos that tha transfer will ba subject to the
came conditions set forth in that section that would apply to export;
from the United States in the quoted export criteria. Therefore, the
word " export" (or a variation thereof) is equivalent to the word "retrans fer"
(or & variation thereof) . EURATOM has agreed that- the material proposed
to be retransferred will become subject to the U.S.-EURATOM Agreements
for Cooperation and therefore for the purpose of the discussion below,
tha material is treated under those agreements as if it had been trans-
ferred from the United States. -

'

Criterion (1) *

..,

* '

"LAEA safeguards as required by Article III(2) of the Treaty will be
oppied with respect to any such material or facilities proposed to be
exported, to any such material or facilities previously exported and
subject to the applicable Agreement for Cooperation, and to any special -

nuclear material used in or prcduced through the use thereof."
'

As a nuclear weapons scate, the United Kingdom permits the application
of safeguards in connection with the NPT by a trilateral agreement among
the United Kingdom, EURATOM, and the IAEA which was signed on September 6,

*
1976, and entered into force August 14, 1978.

; The seven non-nuclear weapons state members of the European Comrunity and
' tha United Kingdom are parties to the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of

Nuclear Weapons (NPT). Each of those seven states (Belgium, Denmarx, the
Federal Republic of Germany, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, and The Netherlands)
thus undertook the obligation in Article III(l) of the NPT to accept safe-
guards of the IAEA on all nuclear material in all of its peaceful nuclear
activities and to enter into an agreement with the IAEA to that ef fect.

As permitted by Article III(4) of the NpT, those seven states elected to
join in concluding a single agreement with the LAEA (INFCIRC/193). Since
they had already assigned to the European Atomic Energy Community (EURATOM)
the responsibility and authority to apply safeguards within their terri-
tories (rather than each state establishing and maintaining a national
system of accounting for and control of nuclear material), EURATOM is also
a party to that agreement. The agreement, af ter approval by the Board of
Governors of the IAEA and the European Com= unity and ratification by each
of the seven states, entered into force on February 21, 1977. .

.
.

As in the cast of all safeguards agreement between the IAEA and non-
nuclear-weapon states pursuant to Article III(l) of the NPT, the agreement
with EURATOM a1d its seven non-nuclear-weapon member states includes pro-
vision for the completion by the parties of " Subsidiary Arrangements,"
setting forth in detail the manner in which the safeguards procedures
called for in the agreement te to be carried out. In practice, the
Subsidiary Arrangements consist of a general parr and, for each of the
facilities and locations in which IAEA safeguards are to be applied to
nuclear material pursuant to the agreement, individual " Facility At.tachments."

.
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The agreement calls for the parties to make every effort to achieve the
entry into force of the " Subsidiary Arrangements" within 90 days of the
entry into force of the agreement proper. Extension of that period
requires agreement ancng all the parties.

During the period since February 21, 1977, the parties have been .

negotiating the Subsidiary Arrangements, including facility attach-
ments, for the 205 facilities ~ and locations which currently come within
the purview of the agreement. The general part of the Subsidiary
Arrangements has been completed and is in effect. As of September 15,
1978, approximataly 145 of the Facility Attachments have entered into.

i force and serve as the basis for IAEA safeguards activities at such
facilities. About 15 others had been agreed at the negotiating level .

and the remainder were under active d,iscussion. The parties have
agreed to several extensions of the period for completion of the
Subsidiary Arrangements, in accordance with the agreement. The latest
such extension ended June 26, 1979, w* th the completion of most of the
pendic] f acility astachments.,

The EURATOM /IAEA agreement provides, as does every safeguards agreement
with the IAEA pursuant to Article III(1) of the NPT, the right to the
IAEA to apply in all non-nuclear-weapon states party to such an agree-
ment, the procedures laid down in the agreement, including inspections,
as soon as the agreement enters into force, even if the Subsidiary |

Arrangements are not in force. The agreements do not impose on the
IAEA any limitation of access, or frequency, of these inspections prior
to completion of Facility Attachments (see e.g.: Articles 71 and 76 of
the agreement with EURATOM and its member non-nuclear weapon states,

|

INFCIRC/1931. The IAEA has, since the entry into force of the EURATOM-
IAEA agreement, increasingly exercised this right to apply procedures
and inspections.

r

The Agency's general approach is to carry out such inspections so as to
a bleve the sare verification gaals which they would aim for normally
utJer a Facility Attschment. For example, frequency of visits would be

4

related to timeliness goals. The Agency does, of course, have manpower
limitations in this regard, and generally places greater emphasis on

' -facilities involving sensitive material . In some facilities surveil-
lance equipment is employed prior to completion of Facility Attach-
men;s, while in other cases inspector presence must be relied upon. In
the non-nuclear weapon member states of EURATON, all facilities with
t'ae exception of.a few research reactors (LEU-fueled or low power) snd
other research installations have been inspected by the IAEA.

.

.

s

4
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In summary, it is. clear that each of the non-nuclear-weapons state
m mbers of EURATOM is a party to the NPT, has fulfilled its obligation
* under Article III(1) of the NPT, and has an agreement in force with the i
IAZA in accordance with Article III(4) of the treacy under which the '

,

IAEA has clear rights, which are being exercised, to apply safeguards
in all relevant facilities.

Therefore, it is the Executive Branch view thah criterion (1) is met. |
-

iPrior to the coming into force 'of.,the IAEA's agreement with EURATOM
and its member non-nuclear-weapon states and the implementation by IAEA .

of that agreement, the United States continued to export enriched uranium
and other items to the non-nuclear-weapon member states of EURATOM, not-
withstanding the obligation undertaken by the United States in Article

: III (2) of the NPT to do so only if the source or special fissionable -

material processed,used or produced shall be subject to IAEA safeguards. _

The United States did so on the basis of a " rule of reason;" which took
into account the circumstances that those states were NPT signatories
and were conducting negotiations with IAEA of a safeguards agreement in
accordance with Article III(l) of the NPT. The application of EU? ATOM's

,

cafeguards within the territories of those states was also taken into,

account. More recently, the entry into force of the IAEA/ EURATOM safe-,

guards agreement, the progressive completion of facility attachments,
and the increasing application of ad hoc IAEA inspections as the Agency
made resources available to implement the verification agreement, combined
with the continued application of EURATOM safeguards in all f acilities ,
allowed the Executive Branch to adopt the view that the equivalent of
criterion (1) is cet. -

We would note that the EURATOM safeguards system, because of its cen-
tinuing accountancy and materials control function for the EURATOM j

Community countries, will remain one of the factors relevant to the
,

i

judgment of the Executive Branch under Section 131a(1) , that a proposed |

. 2 transfer to one of these states will not be inimical to the common
defense and security. |

Criterion (2) |
1

'No such material, facilities, or sensitive nuclear technology proposed I
to be exported and subject to the applicable Agreement for Cooperation, and . '
no special nuclear material produced through the use of such materials,
facilities, or sensitive nuclear technology, will be used for research
on or development of any nuclear explosive device."

i

,

.

;

<'
.

.

.
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. Each Non-Nuclear-Weap:n State (NNWS) of the Community is a party to-

the NPT. As such, it is pledg;d not to dtvelop nuclaar explosive
devices for any purpos2. This plcdge applies to any material, facili-
ties and' sensitive nuclear technology previously exported or retrans-
ferred to such state by the United States and subject to tha United
States-EURATCM Agreements for Cooperation and to special nuclear mater-

*

1al used in or produced through the use thereof. Since this pled;;n .

will apply to the proposed retransfer and to any special nuclear m.eterial
produced through its use, it is the view of the Executive Branch that
criterion (2) would be met with respect to the N!G'S of the Community if.

,

any subsequent retransfer were made te a Ni&'S. 5

With regard to the United Kingdom and France, nuclear weapons states
(NWS), the pr oposed retransfer and 'any special nuclear material pro-
duced througa its use, if transferred to a NWS member, will pe subject
to the continuing applicability of the United States-EURATOM Agreements
for Cooperation. Article XI(1) and (3) of the November 8,1958, Joint - i
Program Agreement, as amended, which is incorporated into the Addi- .

tional Agreement for Cooperation by virtue of Article V of the Addi- ~

tional Agreement, provides that "no 7::aterial, including equipment and-
i

devices, transferred pursuant to this Agreement" and "no source or ,

'

special nuclear material utilized in, recovered fr:n, or produced as a
- result of the u:e. of material, equi;nent or devices transfe/ red pur-

suant to this agreement . . . will be used for atomic weapons, or for
,

research or development of atomic weapons or for any other military
!" '

purpose.

The United States--with the support of most other major nuclear supplier
states--has taken tha position that nuclear explosive devices are
" atomic weapons", within the meaning cf this guarantee, regardless of
the intanded end use of such devices. The Community, which includes
the United Kingdcm and France, has confirmed this interpretation.
Moreover, the United Kingdom and France, as members of the Nuclear
Suppliers Grout have agreed as a matter of national policy to author-
ize the expart of so called "t' rigger" list items only upon formal
governmental assurances from recipients explicitly excludin uses which
would result in any nuclear exolosive device and have notif ed the IAEA .

|
to this effect. .

,

Therefore, it is the view of the Executive.3 ranch that the equivalent
of criterion (2) is met with respect to this transfer.

*
.

.

* -

Criterion (3) .

" Adequate physical security measures will be maintained with respect
to such material or. facilities proposed tn be exported and to any
special nuclear material used in or produced through the use thereof.
Follcsing the effective date of any regulations promulgated by the
Nuclear Tsegulatory Commission pursuant to section 304(d) of the NNPA,
physical security measures shall be deemed adequate if such measures
provide a level of protection equivalent to that required by the appli ,

cable regulations." .
.

.

- - _ _ . . _ _ _ . _ . - _
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);t.is the judgement of the f.xtcutive Branch that each member state of--

the Community has establishtd physical security mersure3 which, as a
sinina, meat th3se rccommended in the IAEA's INFCIRC/225/Rev.1, "The

_

Physical Pro:ection of Nuclear Material."
^

,

EUP. ATOM (for jointly operated research facilities) and all its member
states have rovided written physical security assurances W.ich in the -

.

judgement of the Executive Branch should be dee=ed to c.eet the require-
ments of Section 127(3) of the Atomic Energy Act, as amended, by
provi' ding assurance of a level of protection equivalent to that set
forth by the Commission in section 110.43 pursuant to section 304(d) of
the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Act of 1978. .-

Therefore, it is the view of the fiecutive Branch that criterion (3) is
-

met. -

.

~-
Criterion (41,

"No such materials, facilities, or sinsitive nuclear technology pro- -H

posed to be expcrted, and no special nuclear material produced through *

the use of such material, will be retransferred tc the jurisdiction of
any ather nation or group of nations unless the prior approval of the
-United States is obtained for such retransfer. In addition to other,

requirerents of law, the United States may approve such retransfer only4

if the nation or group of nations designated to receive such retransfer
agrees that it shall be subject to the conditions required by this

'

section."

Article II(2) of the November 8,1958 Joint Program Agreement, as
amended, which is incorporated in the Additional Agreement for Coopera-
tion, as amended, by Article V of the latter Agreement, also provides
that no material (including equipment and devices) may be transferred
beyond the control of the EURAT0f Community, unless the United States

-*

agrees.
_

Article I bis D of the Additional Agre'ement for Cooperation [ as amended,"

'

provides that special nuclear material produced through the use of
United States-supplied material may'be exported to any nation outside-

thc Community or to a group of nations, provided that such nation
or group of nations has an appropriate Agreement for Cooperation with
the Ur.ited States or guarantees the peaceful use of the; produced mater- -

.

Tal u'nder safeguards acceptable to the Community and the United States.
The European Community's interpretation of this language--as set
out in an April 15, 1977 letter to the Department of State frm Fernand

'

Spaat, Head of the Delegation of the Commission of the European Commun-
ities--is that the Europear. Community Supply Agency, prior to any
proposed transfer, will consult with the United States to determine
whether, in the view of the United States, the . proposed recipient of -
such p'roduced special nuclear material has an Agreement for Cooperation
with the United States which is " appropriate."

~

<.
.

..
.
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During discussions with representatives of the Community held in Washington
on November 1, 1978, the European Community confirmed that material sub-
ject to Article 1* Bis D could not be transferred octside of the Community
unle,ss the U.S. agreed that the recipient countries or group of nations
had an appropriate Agreement for Cooperation with the U.S. or safeguards
acceptable to both parties.

Therefore, it is the Executive Branch view that, with regard to the
proposed retransfer and special nuclear material produced through its .

use, criterion (4) is met. However, it should 'be noted that since the
U.S.-EURATOM Agreements for Coo ~ eration were authorized in accordance withp
Saction 124 of the Atomic Energy Act, the Commission may continue to i; sue
oxport licenses until March 10, 1981 pursuant to the authority in the ~

first proviso in Section 126a(2) , even if criterion (4) were not met.

With respect to transfers within the Comunity, it should be noted that .

the use of the words " group of nations" in criterion (4) makes clear
that no retransfer consent right is required within a group of nations
under this criteria. With respect to m:is provisi.on, the Senate report
s ta tes :

-

"It should be ; toted that under the U.S.-EURATOM
Agreements, the United States does have a right of
prior approval on retransfers of certain material out-
side of the EURATOM Community. It should also be
noted that paragraph 4.does not require prior approval
with respect to transfers within the EURATOM Community,
consisent with United States policy of treating that
Community as a entity."

The Congressional intent, in connection with exports, not to require
consent rights for transfers, within the Community is also clear in Section
123 a (5) of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, since it requires
that the United States seek a guarantee "by the cooperating party" (which ,
in this case, is EURATOM as a whole) .

Ecwever, the Executive Branch, before passage of the Nuclear Non-Pro-
liferation Act of 1978, took the position that, with respect to retransfers
into EURATOM, it was important to keep retransfers for reprocessing
limited as much as possible to control the use and transfer of separated
materials, especially plutonium. Therefore, the case-by-case approach
was developed .and the system of control by commitment from the non-
EURATOM shipping country, as described earlier, was developed. ,

,

, .

.

.
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Annex 6 7
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Criterion (5)

"No such material" proposed to be exported'and no special nuclear material
p,coduced through the use of such material will be reprocessed, and no
irradiated fuel elements containing such material removed from a reactor
shall be altered in form or content, unless the prior approval of the
United States is obtained for such reprecessing or alteration."

,

'

The purpose of this proposed subsequent arrangement 'is, of course, for
reprocessing. However, EURATCM was expressly exempted from criterion (5)
by virtue of Section 126.a.(2) of the Act for a period of two years from
March 10, 1978, in as much as the Department of State notified the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission on July 20, 1978, that EURATOM has agreed to -

negotiations with the United States as called for in Section 404(a) cf -

the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Act of 1978. Executive Order 12193 axtends
the duration of the period specified in :be first proviso to Section 126.a. .

(2) of the Act to March 10, 1981. Howeyer, this exemption in no way derogates
from the rights which the United States has under the United States-EURATOM4

Agreements for Cooperation and under the. commitments from the non-EURATOM
shipping country (Switsehand) .

,

'

Therefcre, in the view of the Executive Branch, criterion (5) is satisfied.

Criterion (6)

"No such sensitive nuclear technology shall be exported unless the foregoing
conditions shall be applied to any n Jclear material or equipment which is
produced or constructed under the jurisdiction of the recipient nation or
group of nations by or through the use of any such exported sensitive nuclear
technol ogy."

The proposed retransfer does not invo'1ve sensitive nuclear technology Criterion ~*

(6) therefore, is not applicable.

,
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Section 131 of the Atomic Energy Act- of 1954,. as a .encecc . __

. .

inThis * request falls under the definition of a subsequent arrasgement
Section 131,a(2)B of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended (Act),

.

and requires the concurrence of the State Department, and consultation
.

: with the Arms Control and Disarmament Agency (ACDA), the Nuclear
.' . Regulatory Commission (NRC), the Department of Defense (D0D), and the

-

Department of Commerce (DOC). ACDA may, if it deems necessary, prepare'

a Nuclear Proliferation Assenment Statement. None has been deemed
necessary for this subsequent arrangement.

,

'

Notice of the proposed subsequent erangement must appear for at least
15 days in the Federal' Register before the retransfer is approved,
together with the written cetermination of the Department of Energy:

-

(00E) that this arrangement will not be inimical to the cocoon defense
-

-

:
and security. This determination has been made. The required Federal

.

Register notice has been published. Under Section 131b(1) of the Act,
-

' *

this retransfer cannot be approved until the Con:nittee on Foreign* ~

Affairs of the House of Representatives and the Committee on Foreign
-)Relations of the Senate have bee'n provided with a report containing the,

;

reasons for entering into the arrangement and a period of 15 days has !

!

|
elapsed; provided that the Secretary of Energy (by delegatbn from the

,! President under E.0. 12058) can declare an emergency due :.o unforeseen
circumstances, the period shall be 15 calendar days. |

The applicable provisioris of Section 131(b) of the Act stipulate
igortant criteria that must be taken into account prior to entering; into any subsequent arrangement for the retransfer for reprocessing of J

U.S.-supplied special nuclear materials or of special nuclear materials
.

*

produced through U.S. assistance. While a distinction is drawn in |

:
Sections.131b(2) and 131b(3) of the Act between facilities which have
and have not reprocessed power reactor fuel asser.blies or that have or

.
,

have not been the subject of subsequent arrangements prior to the
,

'

: enactment of the Act, cc mor. pelicy objectives clearly apply to both 1

!-

paragraphs.

These provisions pertain to whether the proposed ref.ransfer, inter'

alia, will result in a significant increase in the risk of prolifera-.

tion beycnd that which exists 'at the time that approval is requested.,
'

- -

.

In particular, Section 131b(2) of the Act provides that::
~

-

"(2) The Secretary of Energy may not enter into any subsequent
arrangement for the reprocessing of -any such material in* '

j a facility which has. not processed power reactor fuel assem-
blies or been the subject of a subsequent arrangement therefor

i

-

.
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prior' to the date of enactment of the Nuclear Non-Proliferatien
Act of 1978 or fcr subsequent retransfer to a non-nuclear-weapon
state of any plutonium in quantities greater than 500 grams
resulting from such reprocessing unless, in his judgment, and

,

that of the Secretary of State, such reprocessing or retransfer
will not result in a significant increase of the risk of pro-
liferation beyond that which exists at the time that approval
is requested. Among all the factors in paking this judgment,
foremost consideration will be given to whether or not the -

reprocessing or retransfer will take place under conditions
that will ensure timely w'arning to the United States of any
diversion well in advance of the time at which the non-nuclear- ,

weapon state could transform the diverted material into a
nuclear explosive device." |

_

Ssetion 131b(3) of the Act provides that: - '

..,

-1
" (3) the Secretary of Energy shall atta=pt to ensure, in
entering into any subsequent arrangement for the rep:ccessing j|of any such material in any facilility that hr.s precessed

, power reactor fuel assemblics or been the subiect of a subse- |
3

quent arrangement therefor prior to the date of enactment of ,

the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Act of 1978, or for the subsequent !

retransfer to any non-nuclear-weapon state of any plutonium in !

quantities greater than 500 grams resulting from such reprocessing,
that such reprocessing or retransfer shall take place under con-
ditions comparable to those which in his view, and that of the
Secretary of State, satisfy the standards set forth in paragraph
(2).' ,

The spent fuel in this case will be reprocessed in the THORP facility
yet to be built at 19 s Windscale site in the United Kingdom. Therefore,
this transfer will be analyzed und' r section 131b (2) of the Act.

~
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Safeguards Imolcmentation

The IAEA Secretariat has noted in its Special Safeguards Implementation
Neport that with regard to nuclear material subject te IAEA safeguards,
while some deficiencies exist in the system, no diversion of a signifi-

- . cant quantity of nuclear material was detected in any of the 45 states
in which inspections were carried cut. Although recognizing the need
to correct existing deficiencies in safeguards implementation, the
Executive Branch has no reason to believe that the IAEA Sacretariat's '

report 1s not valid. In the light of this and other factors associat-
ed with the proposed export, the Executive Branch believes the frame-
work of commitments, assurances, and safeguards is adequate for the
purpose _of this proposed tran'sfer. 1
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EMBASSY OF SWITZERLAND WASHINGTON D.C.20008.
*

SCHWE1ZERISCHE BOTSCHAFT N M ^"" "-
**"'

AMBASSADE DE SUISSE

ad.: 651.513 NOK - MR/ch July 23, 1980

Mr. Frederick F. Mc Goldrick
Deputy Director for Nuclear Affairs
International Nuclear and Technical
Programs
U.S . Department of Energy
Washington, D.C. 20585

Subiect: RTD/EU(SD)-30

Dear Mr. Mc Goldrick:

| Thank you very much for your letter dated June 20, 1980,
concerning the MB-10 retransfer approval documents authorizing
the retransfer of enriched uranium in spent fuel elements from
the Beznau I power plant, Switzerland, to the BNFL plant in
Windscale, United Kingdom.

It is our understanding that:

1) The spent fuel would be stored by BNFL until it is reprocessed .
,

and, thereaf ter, the recovered uranium and plutonium will be '

retained by BNFL subject to direction by NOK. i
1

,

2) Ar-r directions by NOK to BNFL for the transfer or use of the
recovered uranium and plutonium would be subject to the prior
approval of the U.S. Government, which will attempt to deal
with the matter in a timely and expeditious manner. Retrans fer
of these recovered materials outside of EURATOM would, of course, ,
be subject to prior U.S. approval in accordance with the appli- !

cable agreement for cooperation between the U.S. and EURATOM.
,

3) It also would be our understanding (in the. event of approval)
that if prior to actual reprocessing, the: e are international
agreements on new fuel supply arrangements including reprocess-
ing or orther disposition of irradiated fuel, censultation would,

be held between our governments to determine whether the new

./..
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arrangements would apply to this fuel. Further, in event the
U.S. approves the MB-10 it would not intend to revoke its
approval, although it would be possible for the parties con-
carned to agree upon new arrangements.

.

Sincerely yours,

7) . b. Hu llu
e==

/

R . E '. Muller
Energy Counselor
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